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Rosen and Willis (1979) examines the role of earnings expectations and family back-

ground in the schooling decision - specially, in the decision to go to college. They develop

and estimate a model of the demand for schooling that takes accounts for earnings expec-

tations and for heterogeneity in ability levels, in tastes, and in capacity to finance schooling

investments. The model assumes that high school or college education prepare one for one

of two occupational sectors, where schooling level and occupational sector are linked. As in

the Roy (1951) and Heckman and Sedlacek (1985) models, their model imbeds the notion

of latent abilities — that individuals may have talents that are not directly applied on their

job. The model also allows for the possibility of comparative advantage.

Suppose we estimate the return to education by an earnings equation:

ln yi = α+ βedi + γ expi+γ2 exp
2
i +εi.

As noted in lecture #12, estimates of the return to education are potentially upward biased

because of omitted ability. The R2 values in earnings regressions usually fairly low (around

0.25) suggesting that there are lots of factors affecting earnings that are not explained by

the model.

0.1 Model

Define the following notation:

Yij− potential lifetime earnings in person i chooses education level j

Xi− observed talent or ability measures that affect the marginal return to schooling

investment

τ i− unobserved talent component

Zi− observed family background and taste effects (includes measures of financial barriers)

that affect the cost of funding schooling investments

ωi− unobserved component of family background or taste

Also, let Vij denote the value of schooling level j to person i. Utility is assumed to be a
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function of earnings, of taste shifters and of financial costs to schooling.

Vij = g(Yj(Xi, τ i), Zi, ωi)

Individuals choose the schooling level that maximizes their lifetime utility:

max(Vi1, ..., ViJ),

and the empirical work assumes two schooling levels: high school and college attendance.

Assume a distribution on the unobservables:

(τ , ω)˜F (τ , ω).

Also, Willis and Rosen (1979) observe earnings only at two points in time, once just

after entering the market and then again 20 years later. Their paper uses the NBER-

Thorndike sample comprised of male WWII veterens who applied for the Army air corps).

The econometric model is in part tailored to the data.

If person chooses to attend college (option A), earnings are given by:

yai(t) = 0 for 0 ≤ t ≤ s

= ȳai exp(gai(t− s)) for s<t<∞

where gai is the growth rate in earnings for option A and t− s is experience (which assumes

the individual works in every period after leaving school and ignores any direct costs of

schooling).

If person chooses highschool (option B), get

ybi(t) = ȳbi exp(gbi(t− s)) for 0<t<∞.

Assume that (ȳai, gai, ȳbi, gbi, ri) are randomly distributed in the population, where ri is person
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i’s discount rate.

Vai =

Z ∞

0

yai(t)e
−ritdt

=

Z ∞

s

ȳaie
gait−gais−ritdt

= ȳaie
−gais

Z ∞

s

e(gai−ri)tdt

= ȳaie
−gais

µ
e(gai−ri)t

gai − ri

¶
|∞s

Assume gai − ri < 0, then

= ȳaie
−gaise

(gai−ri)s

ri − gai

=
ȳaie

−ris

ri − gai

Similarly, obtain

Vbi =
ȳbi

ri − gbi

Define and index that describes the log of the relative lifetime utility of choosing schooling

level A over B:

Ii = ln(Vai/Vbi) = ln(
ȳai
ȳbi

ri − gbi
ri − gai

e−sri)

= ln ȳai − ln ȳbi + ln(ri − gbi)− ln(ri − gai)− sri

Taylor expand the nonlinear terms around population means to get:

ln(ri − gai) = r̄i − ḡai +
1

r̄i − ḡai
(rai − r̄i)−

1

r̄i − ḡai
(gai − ḡi)

Substitute into the expression for I to get

Ii = α0 + α1(ln ȳai − ln ȳbi) + α2gai + α3gbi + α4ri (*)

Next specify mean log earnings and mean growth rates as functions of
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ln ȳai = Xiβa + u1i

gai = Xγa + u2i

ln ȳbi = Xiβb + u3i

gbi = Xγb + u4i

ri = Ziδ + u5i

where the variables on the LFS (ȳai, ȳbi, gai, gbi) are to be interpreted as the individual’s

expectation about future earnings at the time the decision to attend college is made.

Family background and taste effects are assumed to influence the schooling decision

through the discount rate (Z). Substitute all the equations into (*) to get an estimating

equation

Pr(chooseA) = Pr(
α0 + α1(ln ȳai − ln ȳbi) + α2ga + α3gb + α4Zδ

σ
>

u5i
σ
)

or get reduced form equation

Ii = α0 + α1Xi[(βa − βb) + γa − γb] + α4Zδ + α1(u1i − u3) + α2u2 + α3u4 + α4u5

= −Wπ − ε

with W = [X,Z] and -ε = α1(u1i − u3) + α2u2 + α3u4 + α4u5.

Pr(choose A|W ) = Pr(Wπ > ε) = F (
Wπ

εε
)

where F( ) is the standard normal cdf. The above equation is a probit function determining

sample selection into college attendance (option A) and highschool only (option B). Note

that the effect of Z elements that are also contained in X cannot be separately identified.

0.2 Estimation

The structual parameters of the model can be estimated in three steps. The earnings

equations and the growth rate equations are interpreted as expected earnings and growth
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rates at the time of making the schooling decision, where it is assumed that expectations are

unbiased with mean zero forecast errors that are iid.

In the first step, estimate the previously described reduced form probit model. In the

second step, estimate mean earnings using the control function to control for sample selec-

tivity:

E(ln yai|I > 0) = Xβa +E(u1i|I > 0)

= Xβa +
cov(u1i, ε)

var(ε)
E(

ε

σe
| ε
σe

>
−Wiπ

σε
)

= Xβa +
cov(u1i, ε)

var(ε)

φ(−Wiπ
σε
)

1− Φ(−Wiπ
σε
)

Use a similar control function approach to estimate the parameters of

ga = Xγa + u

ln yb = Xβb + u3

gb = Xγb + u,

where ga and gb are individual-specific observed growth rates. This estimation will yield

estimates of β̂a, β̂b, γ̂a, γ̂b.

In the third step, form the predicted values of ln( ȳai
ȳbi
), ĝai, ĝbi for each person and estimate

the structural probit model to get

α1
σε

,
α2
σε

,
α3
σε

,
α4δ

σε
and

1

σε

The estimator for 1
σε
comes from the estimated coefficient associated with ln( ȳai

ȳbi
).

The model could also be specified using the observed level of earnings at time t̄ instead

of initial earnings. The earnings equation in that case is:

ln ya(t̄) = X(βa + γat̄) + u1 + tu2

ln yb(t̄) = X(βb + γbt̄) + u3 + tu4

Rosen and Willis (1979) estimate the model both ways as a way of checking the validity of

the model.
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0.3 Empirical Results

The model was estimated on 3,611 respondents to the NBER-Thorndike-Hagen survey of

1968-71. The sample consists of WWII veterans who applied for the army air corps. The

dataset contains extensive information on family background and ability.

Table 1 contains the descriptive statistics. More than 75% attended some college, which

is attributable in part to the GI bill. Mean and variance of earnings is smaller for high

school group. Earnings growth also smaller for high school group. HS group tends to score

lower in math and reading but higher in mechanical ability. The HS group also tends to

come from larger families and to have higher birth order.
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics
Table 2 shows estimates from the reduced form probit model that described the rela-

tionship between college going and the family background and ability measures. The math

score has a strong positive effect and the mechanical score a strong negative effect on the

college going decision.
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Table 2: Probit Estimates

The structural estimates of the parameters of the earnings and growth equations (cor-

rected for sample selectivity) are shown in Table 3 (t-statistics in parentheses). Willis and

Rosen (1979) do not include actual labor market experience because they want to get a

measure of expected earnings at the time of making the schooling decision. The ability

measure that has the largest effect on initial earnings is math score for college attendees.

Ability indicators are more important for earnings growth and for later earnings. Effect of

mechanical ability is negative in all cases.

The estimated coefficients on the selectivity correction term show no selectivity bias for
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initial earnings of high school graduates but positive bias for growth rates for high school

earnings. The estimated coefficients also indicate indicate positive bias bias for initial

college attendee earnings and negative bias for earnings growth rates. There is no evidence

of selectivity bias for late earnings. This pattern provides support for comparative advantage

in the labor market.

Table 3: Structural estimates
Turning back to Table 2, see the structural probit estimtes, which are remarkably similar

whether the model is based on initial earnings or late earnings.
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